Although the variety of work inhibits categorization, two important threads can be identified: first, the long-lasting effects of negative reactions to his style and indeed to his concept and practice of the novel; secondly, the Marxist view that, by exposing 'l'inéluctabilité de la chute de ses aristocrates chéris', 8 Balzac contradicted his legitimist sympathies, embodying a paradox that has, according to Michael Tilby, been 'a theme within French discussion of Balzac since at least Victor Hugo's funeral oration'. 9 Moreover, these two strands merge, with analyses of Balzac's dynamic and plural positions countering his detractors' claims that he is an artless, 'lisible' writer. 33 According to others, however, the centrality of the Revolution enables Balzac to endow the present with the prestige of the past, giving him the status of a novelist-historian of that present/past. As Paule Petitier writes: 'à l'inverse des historiens, chez Balzac la Révolution historicise de façon privilégiée le temps qui la prolonge'; 34 and as Damien Zanone confirms, quoting Lukács: 'le roman naît dans "le moment esthétique formel où Balzac passe de la description de l'histoire passée à la figuration du présent comme histoire".' 35 For this reason, and perhaps also because, for Aude Déruelle, 'il semble que le réalisme ne puisse prendre en charge la représentation du passé', 36 the representation of 'history' is accompanied by a sense of loss and mourning, with such texts as Le Médecin de campagne offering 'un simulacre à visée thérapeutique'. 37 This loss, mourning, and death is further instantiated in Nicole Mozet's Balzac et le temps, 38 as in Beatrice Martina Guenther's The Poetics of Death and Stéphane Vachon's Le Dernier Balzac.
39 For Maurice Samuels, too, representations of history are fraught with frustration and failure: 'For the heroes of Balzac and Stendhal, spectacular forms of history inhibit the formation of subjectivity and prove alienating or even deadly.' 40 Not only the above-mentioned masculinity but history has, as in Le Colonel Chabert, become irretrievable and '"unrecognizable"'. 41 For many years, work on Balzac's politics was dominated by Bernard Guyon, Pierre Barbéris, and André Wurmser.
42 Whilst Guyon sees Balzac as the supporter of hierarchy and order, Wurmser shows Balzac exposing capitalism, and for Barbéris Balzac creates 'une mythologie réaliste' out of sociopolitical contradictions. These preoccupations are shared by sociocritics such as Claude Duchet, 43 and developed by Hélène Gomart on financial and narrative circulation in César Birotteau and Patrick Tacussel tracing 'la découverte de passages indubitables entre le spirituel, le matériel, le corporel et la société'. 44 Further from Guyon and developing Barbéris and Duchet, Balzac et le politique shows power moving from individuals to groups and from traditional sites (such as the 'grand homme' or the election) to hidden spaces (the boudoir) and infinitely mobile social signs. Textualizing the sociopolitical alongside history, and moving from 'la politique' to 'le politique', changes in language and discourse are emblematic of radical social and political change. 45 Balzac géographe; Balzac et l'image; Balzac et le signe Demonstrating the continued relevance of Gaston Bachelard, Balzac's 'poétique de l'espace' remains a persistent theme, 46 62 have been followed by work on the dynamics and the antinomies of the Balzacian narrative voice: whether the emphasis be Balzac's enunciation (É ric Bordas), internal reading positions (Franc Schuerewegen), or indeed both (Nathalie Solomon), the Balzac narrative creates and deconstructs its own authority in a disconcerting combination of 'sérieux et ironie' (Christèle Couleau-Maixent).
in France, 1850-1900 David Bellos demonstrates how Balzac's political and moral ambiguities coincide with circumstance and timing to enable him to emerge as a 'classic' writer. 67 The construction of 'Balzac' results from collusion between his critical reception and his own self-creation and self-promotion, 68 where even the controversial 'digression' is rehabilitated as 'un outil de l'arsenal rhétorique'. 69 The construction of 'Balzac' extends, moreover, to the earliest, somewhat neglected, works 70 and so-called minor or marginal texts -the Prefaces, the Dedications, and the Correspondence. 71 As L'Année balzacienne shows, 72 the Contes drolatiques are also receiving more attention. Interest in the shorter fictions, which for Tim Farrant are the crucible of Balzac's creation, 73 has also increased, with special editions and journal issues. 74 In these cumulative ways the canonical 'Balzac' is being extended and reworked as text, identity, literary phenomenon, and, in almost Bourdieusian terms, cultural institution. 75 As Pierre Laforgue writes: 'Conquête de l'identité, conquête du nom, conquête de la signature: tel nous apparaît avoir été le projet de Balzac pendant la plus grande partie de sa vie littéraire.' 76 By exhibiting a similar ambition in their analyses, balzaciens are hopefully proving worthy of their vast, perennially exciting, subject of study.
